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Abstract. For finitely axiomatized sequential theories F and reflexive theories R,
we give a characterization of the relation `F interprets R' in terms of provability of
restricted consistency statements on cuts. This characterization is used in a proof that
the set of IIl (as well as E1) sentences yr s.t. GB interprets ZF + Tr is E3-complete.

0. Introduction
Relative interpretability among formal theories has been particularly well studied in two specific cases: that of finitely axiomatized sequential theories (see Smorynski [14], Pudlak [11],
Visser [16] etc.), and of reflexive, esp. essentially reflexive theories (see Lindstrom [7], [8]
etc.). We have nice characterizations of the interpretability relation between a pair of theories from the same one of the two indicated classes. These mostly involve provability of
restricted consistency statements on cuts, versions of 111 conservativity relativized to cuts,
and provability in weak theories of relative (restricted) Consistency. For essentially reflexive

theories it has been shown by Solovay and Lindstrom that the relation of relative interpretability among these is 172-complete. More specifically, the set of El sentences a s.t.
PA interprets PA + v already is H20-complete (Lindstrom [7]; see also Jeroslow [5]). As for
the other case, interpretability of finitely axiomatized theories is clearly a E° matter.
In the present paper we shall be looking at a crossway case-we consider interpretability
of a reflexive theory R in a finitely axiomatized sequential F. In Section 2 we shall give a
characterization of this interpretability relation in terms similar to those of earlier characterizations for other pairs of classes of theories. In fact, the relevant ingredients of the proof
have been lying around for some time scattered through a number of papers by Pudlak and
Visser.

Relying on this characterization, we show in Section 3 that the set of Ill (as well as E1)
sentences 7r s.t. F interprets R + it is, under an auxiliary sufficient strength condition on R,
4-complete. Earlier progress in this direction included a proof by Svejdar that the set of
(112i I believe) sentences ry s.t. GB interprets ZF+y is both E2- and 2-hard (unpublished).

We shall also mention an example to the effect that the sufficient strength condition is
undroppable.
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Due to the fact that cuts, which are generally not closed under exponentiation, are instrumental in dealing with interpretability in finitely axiomatized theories, weak arithmetic turns
out to be the ambient context for our arguments. (This may be seen as somewhat ironic, for
the main objective of the present paper is the strengthening of the abovementioned Svejdar's

result on GB and ZF that are, by all accounts, fairly strong theories.) Consequently, we
need to recall many weak-arithmetical lemmas and some other background material. We do
that in Section 1, where we also establish proper setting for developments of the paper.
Our E3-completeness result shows for the first, to my knowledge, time some sophisti-

cation on the part of III sentences w.r.t. interpretability, for the set of II, sentences r s.t.
T interprets T + r is r.e. both for T finitely axiomatized and for T essentially reflexive.
Note also that E3°-completeness shows that relative interpretability among formal theories
in general is just as arithmetically complex as it sounds (there is an interpretation ... for
every T2-proof ... there is a Tl-proof), at least as far as finite languages go.
I would like to thank Lev Beklemishev, Alessandro Berarducci, Richard Sommer,
Vitezslav Svejdar, and Albert Visser for helpful discussions and sound suggestions.

1. Preliminaries
All theories in this paper are understood to be classical r.e. consistent ones and to speak a
first-order language with at most finitely many predicate and function symbols. We refer
the reader to Hajek & Pudlak [6, Chapter V] for the individual theories that we consider
(IO0i IO0 + 521 etc.).

Ao is the class of formulas in the orthodox arithmetical language (0, S, +, x) with all
quantifiers bounded. We write Ao (w1) if we allow the function w1(x) = xl °g z into bounding

terms as well as matrices of formulas. To terms of the extended language we refer as w1terms. Polynomial-length transformations of syntactical objects correspond to transformations of godelnumbers bounded by suitable w1-terms. Recall that IO0 + 521 proves induction
for Ao(wi) formulas (cf. Hajek & Pudlak [6, Proposition V.1.31). Proposition V.1.4 of the
same book says that whenever IO0 + 51 - Vx 3y S(x, y) with 6(x, y) in Ao(wi), there is
an wl-term f (x) s.t. LAo + 521 F- Vx 3y < f (x) S(x, y). It is easily verified that IA0 + S21
proves every VA0(wl) formula equivalent to a VA0 one. We shall ambiguously call both
these classes III. 3A0 (or 3Oo(wi)) formulas are E1. The subclasses Eb(wi) and IIb(wl)
of Ao(wi) are the same as Eb and II' of Buss [3, §1.61 respectively, but with w1 instead of
Buss' # function. Those formulas that are (IDo + 521)-equivalent both to a Eb(wi) and a
IIb(wi) formula are Ob(wl).
Theories T considered in this paper are supposed to come equipped with a fixed trans-

lation t of the arithmetical language into that of T. We denote by F the class of those
formulas of T that are translations of arithmetical formulas from t, for any of the formula
classes F introduced above, and provide no notational distinction between arithmetical formulas proper and those translated into the language of T. By saying that T contains an
arithmetical theory S we mean that t is an interpretation of S in T.
We use dyadic numerals throughout the paper as in Buss [3, §2.1]. If cp(x) is an arithmetical formula and n is a numeral then co(n) translated into the language of T is either of
the formulas 3x (`x = n' A cp(x)), Vx (`x = ft' --+ co(x)), where

/

x = ' = 3y log n, ... , yo I x = y log n A yo =con

/X\

log n> i> 0

yi+1 = 2yi + Ei/

and Ei are appropriate bits in the binary expansion of n (cf. Visser [17, 7.3]). By logn we
actually mean Jlog2(max{1, n})J (so that, for n > 0, one has m < logn iff 2'' < n). Let
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denote godeinumbers. The set { rcp(n)- (all n } is Ob(w1)-definable because { r`x = il'all n } is defined by induction on construction of dyadic numerals. The function n : rtp(n)_J
is Eb(wl)-definable for a similar reason (see Buss [3, §§7.2-3]). Hence substitution of
for a variable in a Ob(wl) or more complex formula does not push up its complexity (Buss [3,
§2.3]). We shall be consistently omitting the numeral bar, confusion between numerals and
variables being unlikely.

We proceed to list prerequisite facts and lemmas. In Paris & al. [10, Theorem 6] (the
wl-less variant of) the following Proposition is supplied with a highly mysterious proof.
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let x C y be a Ao(wl) relation on a Do(wl) domain 6(z) of which
I.o + Stl proves that it is reflexive and transitive. Then IAo + Stl proves that for each z

there is a C-minimal element among { u < z 16(u) } unless this set is empty.

PROOF (ILo + 01). This is established by straightforward induction on z.
Counting logarithmically small amounts of elements of a set is a well-known procedure (see
Paris & Wilkie [9]). In the sequel we shall need to have simple properties of the counting
formulas verifiable in a weak theory.
1.2. PROPOSITION.

Let 6(x, y, z) be a Oo formula. There is then a Oo formula

#{x <v I x < log z A 6(x, y, z) } = u
representing the relation suggested by this notation s.t. IOo proves:
(a) Vx < log z (6(x, y1, z)

6(x, y2, z))

- #{x<vl x<logzAb(x,yl,z)} <#{x<vl x<logzAb(x,y2iz)};
(b) #{x <vl l x < log z n b(x, y, z) } < #{ x < v2 (x<logzn6(x,y,z)}->vl <v2.
(c)

#{ x < v j x < log z n b(x, y, z) } < v.

REFERENCE. The formula in question is described in e.g. Berarducci & D'Aquino [1]. All
clauses can be easily inferred .from Lemma 2.4 of that paper.
The reader may consult Hajek & Pudlak [6, V.3(c)] for a Oo definition of the relation y = 2x

and its simple properties as known to IDo that in the sequel will be taken for granted.
A prominent role in our exposition will be played by the superexponential function:
1.3. PROPOSITION.
(a)

There exists a Oo formula z = 2i s.t. IDo proves:

211

(b) 20
0 = x(c)

z = 2x+1 H 3w < z (w = 211 h z = 2w);

(d) z=22+t`-'3w<z(w=29Az=2t);
(e) z=2xAu<y-a.3w <zw=2i;
(f)

(g) z=2i--*z>y.
3

REFERENCE. See e.g. D'Aquino [4, 3.1] or Wilkie [19, section 3], where iteration of 00definable fact growing functions is handled in greater generality.
1.4. CONVENTION.

Consider the following formulas:

21' <z =

231

9z<2y' = Vw<zw

2y

`2x<2y' _ (x<yA`u<2y_x')V(x>yA2x_y<v)
and analogous formulas for < instead of <. Note that all these are A0 formulas. They
allow one to speak of the value of superexponential function without, in the second and the
third formula, any commitment to the existence of this value other than that implied by
the context. This circumstance is stressed by the use of quotes, although we shall drop this
practice after the next lemma. Henceforth, it is understood that we are reasoning in terms
of these formulas whenever we consider within a formal theory the value of superexponential
function whose convergence we do not claim.

The next Proposition spells out the coherence conditions between the `real' and the
`imaginary' values of 2y.
1.5. PROPOSITION (IA0).

(a) x < y +-> `22 < 2y';

(b)

y < z +-, `2y < 2z';

(c)

`2z < 2y' H `2y 4 22';

(d)

z = 2x

(e)

z = 2x -+. `z < 2y' «-, `2? < 2', also for <;

(f)

`2y < 2y';

(g)

`2x < 2y' A `2y < 2w' --+. `22 < 2w';

(h)

`2i

2y < z +-+ `2y < 22, and analogously for < in place of <;

PROOF (IA0). (a) follows from 1.3(g).

(b) and, for that matter, (f) are immediate.
(c) holds on the strength of the obvious `t < 2w' V t = 2w V t > 2w.

(d). Let us handle one particular case of the (E-) direction by way of example. Suppose

z = 21, `2y < 2x', and x > y, which implies `v < 2i _y'. By 1.3(d) there is a w < z s.t.

v<w=2i_yandz=2y By 1.3(e) one finds at<z,t=21sothat 2'<z=22. If, on
top of that, we had `2y < 22', i.e. `v < 22_, then this would result in v < w which would,
by 1.3(f), entail 2y < 2y = z q.e.d.
(e) follows at once from clauses (c) and (d).

(g). The proof splits into six cases according to the relative ordering of x, y, and z. We
only treat one case. Suppose x < z < y so that `u < 2y_x' and 2y _z < w. We have to show
`u < 2w_y'. Assume, for a contradiction, u > 2Z x = t. Then we have `2Z s > 2y_x' as
implied by `2w > 2y', and hence, by clause (d), t > 2y_x > u contradicting u > t. Therefore
`u < 2Z y' q.e.d.

-

(h). One considers 22 and argues by contraposition using clauses (a), (b), (g), and (c).
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The depth of quantifier alternations in a formula cp is denoted by p(cp). If T is a first-order
theory then p(T) is the supremum of p(a) for a ranging over non-logical axioms of T. For
a proof p we set p(p) = p(a) if a is a formula occurring in p with p the largest among such
(cf. Visser [18, 2.4]).

1.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose F is a finitely axiomatized theory. Then there is a constant H
s.t. for every formula cp(x) and every n E w, if F [- W(n) then F proves cp(n) by a proof p
with p(p) C p(cp(x)) + H.
COMMENT. This is similar to Lemma 2.6 in Pudlak [11]. As concerns free variables, recall
that, by our conventions, p(cp(n)) < g(cp(x)) + 1.
We restrict the notion of proof predicates x: cp (see Buss [3, §7.3]) to Eb(wl) ones satisfying
IDo + S21 - x : cp H 3y < x y : cp, so that the x in x : cp should be thought of as an

upper bound rather than a code of a proof. The underlying formula a(x) specifying the
set of non-logical axioms is always presupposed to be Ab(w1). One can effectively associate

such a proof predicate to any effective presentation of an r.e. theory, although this may
involve specifying an axiom set different from (but equivalent to) the original one. If we are
speaking of a finitely axiomatized theory then a(x) is assumed to list all the finitely many
non-logical axioms: a(x) _
\(/
x=
ra-1.

axioms a of T

Analogously, we introduce a restricted version x: k cp which is the same as x: cp except
that it only accepts proofs with p < k + K where K is some fixed constant which will only
Similarly for k.
be specified when relevant. cp means 3x x : co and O stands for
under
IAo + 521 verifies simple properties of these predicates like, e.g. the closure of
first-order deductive rules and the closure of k under propositional logic.

1.7. PROPOSITION. Let

be a proof predicate of a theory T containing IAO + 521.

(a) Let 6(x) be a Eb(w1) formula. There is a k E w s.t. IDo + 521 F- 6(x) -- k 6(x).
(b)

Let 6(x) be a Ao(wj) formula. There is a k E w s.t.
IAo + 521 [- 6(x) A 3y y = 22' _. k 6(x).

COMMENT. (a). Buss [3, §7.4] and Wilkie & Paris [20, Theorem 6.4] show that for some
finite subtheory S of IAo+521 it is provable in IDo+521 that if 6(x) holds then S proves 6(x)
by a proof whose p does not exceed o(6(x)) by more than a constant. When dealing with
interpreted arithmetic, recall that to each S-proof p there corresponds a T-proof q with p(q)
linear in p(p) and, since S is finitely axiomatized, with length of q polynomial in that of p.
(b). This is established by an argument similar to (a) using (the proof of) Proposition 2.10 of Berarducci & Verbrugge [2].

All cuts in this paper are understood to be closed under w1 (cf. Hajek & Pudlak [6, III.3(c)]).

If cp(x) is an arithmetical formula, let cp3(x) be the result of relativizing all unbounded
quantifiers in V(x) to a T-cut J. If T contains IAO then for every instance i. of Ao induction
axiom one has T [- t3 because c is (equivalent to) a III sentence. Thus we have the whole
of IDo + f1 on any cut.
1.8. PROPOSITION.

Let K be a cut in a theory T containing IAo. For every k E w there

exists a cut Jk s.t. IDo+f1 [-`dxE,7k3YEKy=2x.

5

REFERENCE. Hajek & Pudlak [6, Theorem III.3.5).
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Let Cut K be the formula expressing that K is a cut closed under w1.
1.9. PROPOSITION. Let

(a)

be a proof predicate of a theory T containing IDo + 521.

There is a constant D s.t. IA + 521 - Vk, J

Cut J -+ Yx k+D x E J).

(b) IAo+521
REFERENCE. (a). Visser [17, Lemma 3.4.2].

(b). Pudlak [12, Lemma 2.2] or Visser [17, Fact 3.4.4].

Let x : tab co be a Eb(w1) predicate formalizing tableaux-provability in a theory T (see
Wilkie & Paris [20, 8.9]). The following Proposition due to Visser is a formalized variant of
cut-elimination.
1.10. PROPOSITION. Let
be a proof predicate of a theory T. There are constants N
and C s.t. I,Ao + 521 -- x : k cp n y = 2C+k.N -' y : tab Y0 for every sentence

REFERENCE. Visser [18, Remark 2.4.8].

Sequential theories are those that contain IAo+521 and are capable of reasoning about finite
sequences of arbitrary objects, which enables them to construct satisfaction predicates (cf.
Hajek & Pudlak [6, III.1(b) and III.3(c)]).
1.11. PROPOSITION.

Let F be a finitely axiomatized sequential theory and

a proof

predicate for T.
(a)

There is an F-cut I s.t. F [- -, t b 1

(b) For every k E w there is an F-cut Jk s.t. F - Ok" T.

COMMENT. (a). See Pudlak [11, Corollary 3.2(i)] or Visser [16, Fact 5.6.6].

(b) follows from (a) and Propositions 1.10 and 1.8.

2. Interpretability
Suppose a sequential theory T interprets a theory S containing 1A0.
Then there is a T-cut I s.t. T l- 7r1 whenever S I- r and 7r is a III sentence.

2.1. PROPOSITION.

COMMENT. This follows from a lemma of Pudlak saying that an interpretation of S in T
gives rise to an isomorphism between a T-cut and an initial segment of the interpreted Snumbers (see Pudlak [11, Lemma 3.3], Visser [16, 5.8], or Visser [18, 2.5.1]).

Consider a provability predicate L of a theory S. All the conventions concerning provability

predicates are the same for A as for , except for the meaning of Ok. Namely, use of this
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notation implies that Ak stands for provability in a finite subtheory of S whose axiom set
iS singled out by a Ab(wl) formula ak(x) (k a free variable) which satisfies

for all k E w there is an Mk Ews.t. IAo+521 -`dx(ak(x)-4x<mk);
IAo + i1 I- Vk, x (ak(x) -+ ak+l (x));
IDo + 521 (- do (A tp *-+ 3k Ak W)

17 stands for - A

Similarly for Ak.

2.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose there is a cut.T in a theory T containing IAo s.t. T [- '717 T
for all k E w, where A is a provability predicate for a theory S. Then T interprets S.
COMMENT. This is established by a variant of the Feferman construction found in Visser [18,
Lemma 3.2.1] and Visser [16, 6..2.2.1].

A theory R is reflexive if it contains No + 521 and R I- Ok T for all k E w, where A is a
provability predicate for R. This property is easily seen to be independent of the particular
choice of A complying with: our conventions (although it does depend on the way R contains
IDo + 521, i.e. on the choice of interpretation of IAO + 521 in R). It is equivalently expressed
by saying that R proves consistency of every one of its finite subtheories.

Let F be a finitely axiomatized sequential and R a reflexive theory with
provability predicates and A respectively. The following are then equivalent:
2.3. THEOREM.
(i)

(ii)

F interprets R;

There is an F-cut I s.t. F F- 1rz whenever R F- 7r for any II1 sentence 1r;

(iii)

There is an F-cut I s.t. F - 1n T for all n E w;

(iv)

There is an mEws.t.IAo+521-O,,T-+VnTfor all nEw.

PROOF. (i) = (ii) is immediate by Proposition 2.1.
(ii)

(iii) is obvious.

(iii)

(i) by Proposition 2.2.

(iv). Let Z be an F-cut for which we have F F- On T for all n E w. Use Propositions 1.6, 1.7(a), and 1.9(a) to find an m E w s.t. F Proves VI T for all n E w by a proof p
(iii)

with p(p) < m + K, IDo + f1 - x :An 1 -4 ,n(x :An 1), and IAO + 521 [- Vx ,,n x E I.

Fix an n E w and reason in IAo + flj
Suppose x : An 1. Then O;n(x : An 1) and , x E Z, and so ,n An 1. (Why? Well,
let's assume that we are taking x : On 1 in the form 3y (`y = VA y : An 1) and x E I
as Vy (`y = x' -+ Z(y)). From these two formulas one infers 3y (Z(y) A y : An 1), i.e.
An 1 by a proof whose g does not exceed that of the premisses.) On the other hand
we have ,n On T. Thus ,n 1 because On T is the negation of An 1.
Therefore, IAO + 521 F- An 1 -+ n,,1 as was required to show.
(iv) => (iii). Immediate by Proposition 1.11(b).
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3. Z30-completeness
3. 1. THEOREM.

Suppose a consistent finitely axiomatized sequential theory F interprets
a reflexive theory R. Then
(a)

The set { o- E El I F interprets R + v } is E3-complete.

(b) If R contains IAo + Exp then { it E II, I F interprets R + 7r } is also E3-complete.

Most of the rest of the present section is devoted to the proof of this Theorem. We do (a)
and (b) in essentially one go.
3.2. CONVENTIONS.

(a). We construct a provability predicate 0 for the theory R which
satisfies, apart from our earlier conventions, two additional conditions:
if IAo + S21 - cp then cc is provable in the theory corresponding to moo;

IAo + S21 - Vn On(dm < n 17,a T).

First we define a certain natural number Z and possibly replace the distinguished interpretation of IAo + S21 in R by a different one without, however, violating any assumptions
on R.
Let a(x) be a A (w1) formula specifying an axiom set for the theory R. There are two
Cases:

Case

1. R contains IAo + Exp.
Since IDo + Exp is a finitely axiomatizable theory (see Hajek & Pudlak [6, Theorem
V.5.6}), there is a number Z s.t. the axioms of R (as specified by a(x)) needed to prove
translations of the finitely many axioms for IAo + Exp all have godelnumber < Z.

Case

2. R does not contain IDo + Exp.
Since R contains IDo+01 and there exists a finite subtheory S of IAo+S21 that interprets
I.A0 + S by relativization to a cut IC and the identical translation of arithmetical operations
(see Hajek & Pudlak [6, V.5(c)]), we can find such an interpretation of IAo + S21 in finitely
many axioms of R. Let us adopt this cut IC as the distinguished interpretation of IDo + S2
in R and note that R is still reflexive because the consistency of any finite subtheory of R
on IC follows from that in the original natural number domain of R. Let Z be the largest
among the godelnumbers of the finite set of axioms of R needed to prove the relativization

to IC of IDo + 521.

We use the number Z just constructed to self-referentially define a formula ak(x) on
which the predicates Ak will be based:

ak(X) _ (a(x) A x < Z + k) V 3n < k x = rVn T'

-

The disjunct 3n < k x = IV,, T-1 is equivalent to 3n x = r1 n T'AVm < x (x = r"7, T'
m < k). Since 3n x = r'7n T' is equivalent to a A (wl) formula, ak(x) is also A (w1).
All the conditions ak(x) has been promised to satisfy are now easily checked. In particular,
that the theory corresponding to Ok is, for standard k, a subtheory of R is established using
reflexivity of R and (external) induction on k.
Define A co as 3k Ok cp. Caution: 0 is generally not provably equivalent to the provabil-ity predicate based on a(x).
for the theory F. Since F is finitely
(b). We now select a provability predicate
axiomatized, all the freedom left by our conventions is the choice of the constant K s.t. k
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only accepts proofs with p < k + K. Along with K, we fix an exhaustive sequence
of F-cuts with the function k H
rJk-, Eb(wl)-definable. The following conditions have to
be satisfied:
IDo + 521

- Vx, n, cp (x :

LS,, co -ti

o(x

cp))

:

IDo+521
if F 1- 17'7x cp then F proves '7J` co with p < k + K, all k, m, co.

Since x : A,, cp is Ob(wl ), the first condition is, in view of Proposition 1.7(a), satisfied by
simply taking K sufficiently large. By Proposition 1.9(a), to secure the second condition
it is enough. to have Vk k_D Cut 17k for a. certain constant D. Let N be the trivial cut:

x E N - x = x. Suppose F proves CutN by a proof with p < Q. Choosing K > Q + D
will guarantee Vx o x E N. Now we can arrange the sequence (Ji)iEw by delaying the
enumeration of a particular cut J and patching the sequence with repetitions of N until a
proof of CutJ with a suitable p appears. Clearly a procedure like that which eventually
enumerates every F-cut can be chosen to result in a Eb(wi)-definable function k H r.7k 1.
Note that we necessarily have p(Jk) < k + E for some constant E. With these provisions
for (,i)ic,J the third condition is, in view of Proposition 1.6, satisfied by possibly increasing
the value of K still further.

Consider an arbitrary recursive predicate S(n) with n a parameter.
3.3. DEFINITION.
One can effectively associate to it a Oo formula S(n)j < x, where n and x are free variables,
with the property that S(n) converges just in case there is an x for which S(n) j < x holds
(see Hajek & Pudlak [6, V.4(c))). Let S(n) j > x be its negation. To this formula we relate
a collection of self-referentially defined formulas:

pre-trouble (x) = 3k, m < log x( #1 n < m I S(n) j > x } > k n x : k 0
pre-trouble. (x) = 3m < log x. x :

-+o

pre-troubleo(x) V pre-trouble.(x)

pre-trouble(x)
min-trouble(x)

- pre-trouble(x) A Vy <x-pre-trouble(y)
k < logx A 3z < x 3m < logx (min-trouble(z)

k)

A#{n<mIS(n)J>z}>k A
trouble.(x; k)

n" 7r)

-

17'7" 7r)

k < log .T A 3z. < x 3m < log x (min-trouble(z)

A#{n<mI
(trouble

trouble.)(u) _ Vx,k (2k.N < u A

k)

3y, l (2iN < 2' N A trouble. (y, l)))

('trouble. -< troubleo)(u) = 3x, k (2k.N < u n trouble.(x, k)
A Vy, l (21 N < u A

9

--r. 2k.N < 2'N) )

rr

o'

troubleA)(u)

Vu (trouble[]

= 3v 3u < loglogv (troubled

-

Here the constant N is the one corresponding to the predicate 0 by Proposition 1.10. For
future reference we also fix the other constant C of the same Proposition.
Subformulas of the form #{n < m S(n) j > z} < k in trouble[] (.T, k) and troublen, (x, k)
are provided by Proposition 1.2 (as well as the similar subformula in
We
stipulate that these subformulas contain the variable x, not explicitly indicated, which serves
to make Proposition 1.2 applicable because we have m < log x in the context of trouble[] (x, k)
and troubled (x, k).
Thus all the formulas introduced are Ao(w1) with the exception of the last two sentences.
The sentence r is clearly Ill and o- is Er. Moreover, a is (equivalent to) an 3Ab(wl) sentence,
can be bounded by logv for almost all values
for all quantifiers in (trouble. of the quantified variables. This is because u _< log log v and any w1-term f (u) is eventually
dominated by log v.
3.4. LEMMA (LAo + 5)1).

or

,

r.

This is because (trouble. -< troubleo)(w) implies (trouble. troubleA)(u) which in its turn implies
troubleo)(u) for all u > w entailing (trouble[]
trouble.)(v) for all v < u.
(trouble[]
PROOF (1A0 + 121).

3.5. DEFINITION. We introduce some convenient abbreviations:
k)
k) V
trouble(x, k) first-trouble[] iw(x, k) = x < w A troubleo(x,k)

A Vy < w dl < log y (trouble (y, l)

first-trouble. iw(x, k)

-

2k.N < 2yN)

x < w A trouble. (x, k)
A Vy < u; VI < logy

l) ---* 2k.N < 2'1'N)

A Vy < wVl < logy (trouble. (y, l) -+ 2k.N < 2y N)

(trouble[]- trouble.) F w

3x < w 3k < log x first-trouble[] iw(x, k)

(trouble, - trouble[]) (w

- 3x < w 3k < log x first-troublen, f w(x, k)

Observe that in view of Convention 1.4 all these formulas are Do(wi).
3.6. LEMMA (IDo + S)1).

(a) pre-trouble(x) - 3y < x min-trouble(y);

(b) min-trouble(x) --> 3k < logx trouble(x, k).

PROOF. Easy.
3.7. LEMMA (IAo + 121).
trouble (x, k)

u-

.

(trouble[]

trouble.) ru, V (trouble. - trouble[]) ru.

PROOF (IA0 + 1)1). Consider the following formula:
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l Cu m =_ Vz < u (m < log z A trouble(z, m)

-+. 3y < u (l < logy A trouble (y,1) A 2i N < 2 .N)).

In view of Proposition 1.5(f) and (g), Cu is a reflexive transitive OO(wl) relation on numbers < log u, hence by Proposition 1.1 there is an n < log u which is a minimum in this preordering. Both n Cu k and k V=u n imply that there is a (smallest) v < u with trouble(v, n)
and 21.,, < 2k ,N. If we have
p) for some w < u, p < loges s.t. 2p N =
then,
clearly, firs t-trouble iu(w, p) holds. Otherwise one has first-troubled iu(v, n). In either case
the conclusion of the Lemma is satisfied.
3.8. LEMMA (Izo + 521). (a) Tr A trouble(x, k) A u > 2k.,
(b) trouble (x, k) A Du, .v (u > 2f -N AV =

22,.

(troubled -< trouble[:]) (u;

A (troubled -

Iu) -. o.

PROOF (IDo + 521). (a). By Lemma 3.7, we only have to exclude (trouble[] -< troublen') Fu
because, by Proposition 1.3(g), x < u. So suppose we had first-trouble (u(y, l). We would
Consider w = 21 N < u. Since there is no z < w, m < log z s.t.
then also have 2I N <
N = w, we have (trouble troubleo)(w), and hence -7r.
troubleo(z,m) and
This contradiction proves (troubled -<

2

(b). Consider y < u, l < logy s.t. first-troubled iu(y,
l). Since 21 N <
22,.
and hence o, for
exists.
clearly has (troubled -

u, one

3.9. LEMMA (IDo + 91)
7r A first-trouble Iy(y, l) A 3v v = 22+1.N

A min-trouble(z) A #{ n < p I S(re) j > z 12! l --+. 3q < P Oq L.

Suppose the antecedent of the above statement holds and consider u = 2'.N >_ y. Since we have trouble(y,l), there follows (troubled -<
says that there are x _< u and k < logx s.t.
by Lemma 3.8(a). (troubled -<
PROOF (IDo + 521).

for this together with
first-troubled fu(x, k). This implies that we cannot have 2Y N <
21 N. Also, since u > y,
l) contradicts first-troubled (u(x, k). Therefore
first-troubled fu(x, k) and first-trouble Iy(y, l) would conflict unless x > y. There is at most
one w with min-trouble(w) and therefore troubleo(x, k) says that #{ n < q I S(n) I > z } < k
for some q < log x s.t. q moo. By Proposition 1.5(h) we have k < I. Taking into account

that l < #{ n < p I S(n) j > z }, this entails

#{n<qI S(n)1>zI <k<l<#{n<pI S(rt)j>z}
whence q < p 22,.
follows by Proposition 1.2(b).
exists we have o by Lemma 3.8(a). Therefore Lq o by Proposition 1.7(a),
Since v =
which together with Oq -o gives Oq 1 q.e.d.
3.10. LEMMA (IDo + 521).

trouble(x, k) A 3w w = 2s+c+rc rr

-' stab 1 V (L 1 A Vm(Lm o , 1))

PROOF (Izo + 521). Consider u = 2k.N < w. Since we have trouble(x, k), there holds, by
Lemma 3.7, (trouble troubleo)(u or (troubled -

-
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Case

(trouble[] - troubled) fu.

1.

For some y,l s.t. 2iN

2k ,N = u we have first-

and therefore
first-troubleo; y(y, l) whence y : t Vp' it for some p :S logy with #I n < p I S(n) J. > z) > l
where z is s.t. min-trouble(z).
As 21 < y exists, so does
hence by Proposition 1.9(b) and Convention 3.2(a)
there is a standard wl-term c s.t. c(y) : OD 3v v = 22+t N By Proposition 1.7(b) for some
standard wl-term d we have
_<

22+t'N

d(22') : &P (first-troubleo ry(y, l) A min-trouble(z) A #f n <p I S(n) j > z } > l) .
Hence by Lemma 3.9 there is a standard w1-term e s.t. e(229) : , P(1r --* 3q < p OQ 1) and
so by Convention 3.2(a) t = f (22') : AP -r, where f also is a standard wl-term.

By Convention 3.2(b) for some standard w, -terms g and h we have g(f(22')) : t(t
OP -nr) and h(f (2'9)): 1 t E ,71. Therefore i(221) : 1'L'7` -»r for some standard w1-term i.
Recalling that y : 1 17'77,, we have yet another standard w1-term j with j(221) : t 1. By
Proposition 1.10 this leads to 2c+t,N :[]tab 1 once we know that

and

222"

N exists. Since l < log y

> j(22') for all but standard-finitely many y, this follows from the existence of

2C+l N - 23+C+1.N < 23+C+k-N' SO[]tab 1
C a s e 2. (troubled -< trouble[]) [u.
22,.

and Do trouble(x, k) by Propoo- by Lemma 3.8(b). Now (troubled -<
-a for some m
trouble[]) (u implies y : A -o-. Therefore L 1. If we, on top of that, had
then we would also have Am 1.

exists, we have L0(troubleo As v =
sition 1.7(b), for x < u. Hence there follows

Thus the two Cases correspond to the two disjuncts of the conclusion of the present
Lemma q.e.d.
pre-trouble(a) holds for no a E w.

3.11. LEMMA.

By Lemma 3.6, pre-trouble(a) leads, via min-trouble(b) for some b < a, to
trouble(b,n) for an appropriate n < log b. By Lemma 3.10 this results in the inconsis-

PROOF.

tency of either F or R, which we have assumed not to be the case.

ff

Since F interprets R we can by Theorem 2.3 fix a cut I s.t. F (- V T for all n E w.

Let m E w and #{ n < m I S(n) T } < k. Consider a cut 1C s.t.
FF-dxE1C3yEly =23+c+k.N' We have F Om a.
3.12. LEMMA.

(a)

WehaveFF-

(b) LetmEwand#{n<mIS(n)T}>k. Then FbLVin`ir.
PROOF. (a). Since #{ n < m I S(n)T } < k, there is an a E w s.t. #{ n < m I S(n) J. > a } _
#{ n < m S(n) T } < k. By Lemma 3.11, -pre-trouble (a). Next reason in F:
Suppose x E IC and x : L n moo'. We clearly can assume x > a and log x > k, m, so
pre-troubleo(x, k). By Lemma 3.6(a) there is a z < x with min-trouble(z). Since
-pre-trouble (a), we have z > a. Therefore
I

#{n<m I S(n)j>z} <#{n<m I S(n)J.>a}

k

by Proposition 1.2(a), and troubleo(x, k) holds. Hence by Lemma 3.10, t b 1 of
Llrn 1, for 23+c+k N E I. This however contradicts the choice of the cut Z.
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So F - Vm a q.e.d.
(b). Suppose F F- Vm` ir. Then by Convention 3.2(b), the theory F proves the same
sentence by a proof p s.t. e(p) < k + K, i.e. p: Ok Vm` 7r. As #{ n < m I S(n)T } > k, we
also have # { n < m I S(n) j > p} > k. Hence
which has been excluded in
Lemma 3.11. Thus F 1f Vm" ir.
.
3.13. LEMMA. (a) R + o is reflexive, i.e. R I- Q --+ Vn o for all n E w.
(b)

If R contains IAO + Exp then R + 3r` is also reflexive.

PROOF. (a). Since o' is 3Eb(wl) we have R I- Q --+ Ln o, by Proposition 1.7(a). Hence

Rj- a -- On a, for R j- 17,, T.
(b). Fix an n E w and reason in R:

Assume 9r and On -sir and reason towards a contradiction. By Lemma 3.4 one
has x : Ln-o for some x s.t. log x > n. We then have pre-troubleo(x) and
hence min-trouble(z) for some z < x. Now #{m < n S(m) j > z} < n by
Proposition 1.2(c) and so troubleo(x,n). Therefore, by ir, we have (troubled -<
I

trouble) I2n,N and so d by Lemma 3.8 since exponentiation is available. Hence L,, o'

and Ln it by Lemma 3.4. Ln ir and 'Ln -ir result in On 1 which contradicts the
reflexivity of R.
Thus R - 7r -> On 7r for any n E w q.e.d.

(a) Suppose { n E w I S(n) j } is cofinite. Then F interprets both R + o,

3.14. LEMMA.
and R+-7r.

(b) Suppose { n E w I S(n) j } is not cofinite, Then F does not interpret R + or.
(c)

If { n E w I S(n) j } is not cofinite and R contains IAO + Exp then F does not

interpret R + 7r.
PROOF.

(a).

If In E w I S(n)j} is cofinite then there is a k E w s.t. #I n < m I

S(n) T } _< k for any m E w. By Proposition 1.8 pick a cut k satisfying the condition of
Lemma 3.12(a). We then. have F j- Vm U for any m E w. By Proposition 2.2 this means
that F interprets R + o,. Therefore F interprets R + it by Lemma 3.4.
(b) and (c). Assume In E w S(n) j } is not cofinite and consider an arbitrary F-cut ,7.
By our assumptions we have J = 7k for some k E w. Since { n E w' S(n) T } is infinite, there
is an m E w s.t. #{ n < m I S(n)T } > k. By Lemma 3.12(b) this implies that F 1f- 17'7 ir.
Hence F [b Vm d by Lemma 3.4. Hence by Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.13(a) F does not

interpret R + a.
If, on top of that, R contains IDo + Exp then by Lemma 3.13(b) R + 7r is reflexive and
therefore, by Theorem 2.3, F does .not interpret R + it q.e.d.

3.15. PROOF of Theorem" 3.1. Definition 3.3 provides an effective way to construct a
IIl sentence irs and a El sentence as from a description of a recursive procedure S with a
parameter n. The set of those S s.t, { n E w I S(n) j } is cofinite is known to be E3-complete.
We have:

(a). F interprets R + as iff In E w ( S(n) j } is cofinite by Lemma 3.14(a) and (b).
(b). Assuming R contains IDo + Exp, F interprets R +?rs iff { n E w I S(n) j } is cofinite
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by Lemma 3.14(a) and (c).
The Theorem follows.

3.16. REMARKS. Note that both R + as and R + irs are, in view of Lemma 3.12(a), locally
interpretable in F regardless of the behaviour of S.
Svejdar [15] constructs a II1 sentence it s.t. GB interprets ZF+7r but neither GB interprets
GB+ir nor ZF interprets ZF+ir. Obsereve that since a Z30-complete set cannot be the union
of two sets of lower complexity, our theorem provides a supplement to Svejdar's result in
that the sentence 7r can also be chosen E1. (Not that this could not be obtained by Svejdar's
methods, though.)
In Theorem 3.1(b), instead of requiring that R contain IAo+Exp, we could have imposed
the condition that R be EI -essentially reflexive, i.e. R F- An u -- o' for all n E W and El sentences or, for Lemma 3.13(b) is the only point where Exp is needed. Also, the D0(IA0 + 121)
clause of Convention 3.2(a) would have to be weakened in that IDo + S21 would have to be
replaced by a finite part of that theory sufficiently large for our arguments. E1-essential
reflexivity and Exp are independent of one another for reflexive theories, although they are

both implied by uniform E1-essential reflexivity: R - Ln c(x) -* o(x), all n E w and
E1 formulas a(x).

Finally, we present an example to the effect that the unpleasant restriction on R in
Theorem 3.1(b) cannot be completely removed.
3.17. EXAMPLE. There exists a finitely axiomatized sequential theory F interpreting a
reflexive theory R with { 7r E III I F interprets R + it } ne.

Consider F = IDo+Superexp which is finitely axiomatized sequential and R = (IDo+(21)4, _
1A0 + S21 + 17 T + 170 T + , where L is the provability predicate of IAo + 121. Clearly,
(LAO +121)4, is reflexive. By Theorem 3.3 of Sieg [13], IAo+Superexp proves E1 reflection for
IAO + Exp and hence for IAo + 121 as well. Therefore IAO + Superexp proves every theorem
of (LA0 + (21)41 and thus interprets (IAo + 121)47.
The following Claim shows that { 7r E 111 1 IAo + Superexp interprets (IAO + 121)4, + 7r }
is r.e.

C 1 a i m . Let Ti be a II, sentence. IAo + Superexp interprets (IDo + 121)4, + 7r iff there
is an (IA0 + Superexp)-cut ,7 s.t. IAO + Superexp - 7r9.
IAo+Superexp proves every theorem of (IAo+(21)4, relativized to any (IDo+Superexp)cut because the only non-II1 axiom of (IAo + 121)4, is 121 and we have assumed that all cuts
are closed under wI. If 7r-1 is also proved then 17 defines an interpretation of (IDo+121)47+ir
in IAo + Superexp.
Conversely, if IAo + Superexp interprets (IAo + (21)41 + 7r then IDo + Superexp [- 7r3 for
an appropriate j by Proposition 2.1.
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